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RAs ALLOWED
TO UNIONIZE
their contracts were vague
and they were unsure what
actions could cause them to
lose their jobs.
Some RAs said advisers
who work with freshman get
paid the same but do more
work than RAs who work
with upperclassmen. They
said the University’s $2,500
RA stipend was too little.
The University ﬁled an
appeal in December arguing that because there was an
academic focus to their position, RAs should not legally
be classiﬁed as employees, a
claim the board rejected in its
ruling.
The dispute went to the
NLRB for a hearing in December.
In his ruling, Marshall
rejected the University’s argument ﬁnding that there is
an “economic relationship”
between RAs and the University. Marshall wrote in the
ruling that because RAs don’t
receive academic credit for
their roles, there was no basis behind the claim that they
have an educational relationship with the University.
“Plainly, the RAs are not
providing these services voluntarily – the RAs unquestionably receive something
of value in exchange for their
services,” he wrote.

CAYLA HARRIS &
JUSTINE COLEMAN
STAFF WRITERS

The National Labor Relations Board ruled Friday that
GW resident advisers qualify
as University employees and
can form a union.
The decision allows GW
RAs to become the ﬁrst unionized undergraduate student
group nationwide at a private
university, if a majority of RAs
who participate in an upcoming election vote in favor of
unionization. Leaders of the
unionization movement said
the decision opens the door
for RAs to have clearer job
standards and could set a national trend for RAs – a ﬁxture
at campuses across the country – to become unionized student groups.
The board ruled RAs are
employees because they are
paid to perform a service to
the University and oﬃcials are
able to supervise their work,
according to the ruling handed down by Sean Marshall,
the acting regional director of
the NLRB’s Baltimore oﬃce.
GW RAs are hired by the
Center for Student Engagement to help students living
in University housing. Advisers hold meetings with their
residents, plan events, monitor student conduct, connect
them with University resources and build community in
residence halls.
They receive free housing
and a $2,500 stipend for their
work.

‘An incredible victory’

In a statement posted to
Facebook Friday, the organizers of the unionization
movement said the NLRB’s
decision represented a major
milestone for RAs nationwide.

An economic relationship

GW RAs ﬁled a petition
last fall to unionize, saying

See UNION Page 2

SA budget breakdown
$88,560.30

Allocations by finance
committee
$451,710.57

Allocations by
leadership committee

$1,238,433.13

Co-sponsorship budget

Total SA allocation pool:
$1,778,704.00
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SA doles out record-high budget
to fund student organizations
DANI GRACE &
CAYLA HARRIS
STAFF WRITERS

The Student Association is giving more funding
than ever before to student
organizations for next academic year.
The SA awarded about
$1.3 million to student
groups in next year’s budget, about $300,000 more
than last year as it began
using money leftover from
previous budgets for the
ﬁrst time. The overall budget pool soared to $1.8 million, a 38 percent increase
from last year and double
what it was just three years
ago.
Members of the ﬁnance
committee said the SA had
more funding to give away
this year because the committee tapped into rollover
funds – money the SA had
given student organizations
in previous years but was
never spent. They said the
increase in funding would
beneﬁt student groups because they will have more
access to money both upfront in the SA’s budget and
through co-sponsorships

given throughout the year.
Sen. Nate Pasko, ESIAU and chair of the ﬁnance
committee, said the committee asked the Center for
Student Engagement for access to rollover funds this
year in an eﬀort to make the
budget process more transparent.
The funds, which Pasko
said had been building for
a “couple years,” were not
all previously put back into
the SA’s budget. He said a
percentage of the rollover
funds were given to the SA
each year, but that for the
most part, they sat in an account untouched.
He said the funds will
be accessible to the ﬁnance
committee in making the
budget every year going
forward. He said he did not
know how much money
was in the funds this year,
but access to the funding
increased the overall budget pool.
“I strongly believe the
budget meets the needs of
our student organizations
and provides a solid foundation for a vibrant student
community,” Pasko said in
an email.

The budget also got a
funding boost from the Student Association fee, which
has been gradually increasing each year since 2012.
Students now pay $2.50 to
the SA for each course credit hour they take, part of a
six-year eﬀort to double the
fee from $1.50 to $3 for each
credit hour by the 20182019 academic year.
This year, more than
300 student organizations
received funding from the
SA and 160 received more
money than they did last
year.
Just one student organization – the Global Health
Network, a group that networks with health industry
professionals – was denied
SA funding this year for
failing to provide enough
information about its requests, a far cry from 2015
when then-SA president
Nick Gumas rejected the
initial budget for denying
funding to 20 percent of all
student groups.
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for more on SA
budget allocation.
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Student Association President-Elect Peak Sen Chua and Sydney Nelson, his formal opponent and newly-appointed executive vice presidential nominee, will lead the SA.

New leadership looks to
change SA culture
CAYLA HARRIS
STAFF WRITER

be conveyed immediately, including how to start
scheduling
transition
meetings,” Feinman said.
Over the past several
weeks, Nelson said she
has worked with Chua
to develop a sweeping
agenda typical of a presidential platform, using
ideas from both of their
campaigns and adopting
some from the former
presidential candidates.
“We kind of meshed
our two platforms together, which worked really
well,” Nelson said. “A lot
of them complement each
other, and together, they
make for very powerful
points that go beyond the
scope of an executive vice
president platform.”
Chua said they incorporated the most popular
ideas from all three former presidential candidates’ platforms.
He said he wants to
make an 18th course credit free for all students,
a key point of Watson’s
platform. Students can
currently take 17 course
credits each semester
without facing an extra
fee but have to pay $1,475
for each additional credit
hour.

said he would create a
directory of international
students from diﬀerent
countries, so that international students could
reach out to peers from
their home countries.
“Diversity and inclusion are about making
all students feel at home
here at GW,” he said. “It’s
about a constant commitment to the strength that
we ﬁnd in our similarities
and diﬀerences.”
Nelson
said
she
will start dean’s advisory councils for schools
throughout the University, consisting of undergraduate and graduate
students who will discuss
the challenges students
face in dealing with the
administration. As a
senator, Nelson created
a Dean’s Student Advisory Council in the Elliott
School of International
Aﬀairs earlier this year,
which is set to launch this
spring.

Peak Sen Chua didn’t
ask to be the next Student
Association
president,
but after an election season marked by accusations of stalking and harassment, it will be his job
to ﬁll the role.
Chua,
who
was
elected executive vice
president earlier this
month, oﬃcially became
president-elect through
an SA Senate resolution
last week. Chua said he
– along with Sydney Nelson, his formal opponent
and
newly-appointed
executive vice presidential nominee – have been
preparing for weeks to
take over their new roles,
scaling up their EVP platforms to take on more
ambitious projects and
working to move the SA
past a bitter campaign
season.
Chua said he named
Nelson his executive vice
Changing the conversapresident this week as a
tion
show of unity within the
After a contentious
SA and for the student
election season, Nelson
body.
said she and Chua have
“A lot of what we
been working to reach
are focusing on is tryout to several student oring to change the culture
ganizations to improve
through the way that
the way SA elections
we conduct ourselves
are run.
in focusing on the is- A lot of what we are
“We are commitsues and not on the
focusing on is trying
ted to engaging in a
politics,” he said.
series of conversations
Chua will assume to change the culture
not only with the JEC
the role after the SA
presidential
election through the way that we but with the Program
Board, Class Council
was initially pushed to
and the wider student
the fall and later can- conduct ourselves in
body to really get feedceled entirely. The Joint focusing on the issues
back and input on what
Elections Committee –
didn’t feel right in this
the student body that and not on the politics.
election season and
oversees the elections
how we can institution– disqualiﬁed former PEAK SEN CHUA
ally change that,” she
presidential candidate SA PRESIDENT-ELECT
said.
Lande Watson for alleNelson said the pair
gations of harassment
and intimidation against
Chua said he also has no current plans to
former presidential can- plans to reduce the cost change internal SA rules
didate Cole Ettingoﬀ and for using student spaces, but hopes to change the
his team.
an idea incorporated from wider campus percepSA leaders said they both Watson and Ettin- tion of the SA through the
didn’t want to make goﬀ’s platforms. Student way they run their admajor changes to their organizations currently ministration and interact
constitution – which a have to pay a fee to host with students.
Chua said he has
fall election would have events in some campus
required – and instead spaces like the Marvin discussed with the JEC
the possibility of reformcleared a path for Chua to Center and Kogan Plaza.
take over.
But Nelson said she ing their charter, which
and Chua were not sup- would give the commitSetting an agenda
porting any particular tee more time to prepare
The night Chua de- former candidate or pre- for the election season.
feated Nelson in the ex- vious campaign agenda.
ecutive vice presidential
“Just because we Facing criticism
Chua
said
even
contest, he said SA Presi- don’t have a candidate
dent Erika Feinman and that’s traditionally a pres- though he became presiExecutive Vice President idential candidate doesn’t dent in an unprecedented
Thomas Falcigno invited mean we still can’t be as manner – without being
the two candidates into passionate about some elected by the student
a meeting to tell Chua of the ideas they raised body for the position – he
he’d likely never serve in and how important they is qualiﬁed for the role.
“Not only did I run a
the role he had just been are for the student body,”
campaign for the last two
voted into.
Nelson said.
The SA constitution
Chua and Neslon said months that was focused
doesn’t allow for a fall they will still hold onto on the issues, I’ve also
election and mandates many top ideas from their accomplished a lot as a
that the executive vice own executive vice presi- senator,” he said. “I have
the skills, I have the tempresident take over the dential campaigns.
presidency when that
Chua and Nelson perament and I have the
position is vacant. Chua said they want to reform drive to eﬀectively serve
said Feinman told him Mental Health Services as president of the SA.”
Nelson said she is
that night he would likely by expanding business
become president and en- hours beyond 10 a.m. to prepared to serve as
couraged Nelson to stay 3 p.m. and improving af- second-in-command and
involved in the SA.
fordability. The two said that her appointment was
Feinman said Chua’s they want to create a the right move for the SA.
“Every single student
transition process began new student engagement
that night, which hap- committee to recruit more who voted in the election
is seeing their candidate
pens for election winners freshmen to join the SA.
every year.
During the campaign, reﬂected in the top two
“There is a lot of in- Chua, an international oﬃces of the Student Asformation that needs to student from Malaysia, sociation,” she said.
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CRIME LOG
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT: HIT & RUN

VISUALIZED

Corcoran Building
Multiple – Multiple
Case closed
A female student reported to UPD
that another male GW student
verbally harassed her. The female
student also stated that the male
subject may have broken one of her
sculptures.
Referred to the Division of Student
Affairs

SEXUAL ABUSE

Various (Lafayette Hall and Potomac
Park Apartments)
Multiple – Multiple
Case closed
A female student reported to UPD
that her former boyfriend, who is also
a GW student, sexually abused her
on multiple occasions and in various
locations.
Referred to Title IX Office

PORNOGRAPHY

Off Campus
Multiple – Multiple
Case closed
A government agency contacted
UPD about the arrest of a GW male
staff member for possessing and
distributing child pornography.
Subject Arrested
—Compiled by James Levinson

54

A year of Metrorail
shutdowns

Total days of SafeTrack line segment closures
June 4, 2016 – May 14, 2017

Public Property on Campus
(500 Block of 23rd Street NW)
4/12/2017 – 10:35 a.m.
Case closed
A GW alumna reported to the
University Police Department that
she was struck by a motor vehicle
while she rode her bicycle. EMeRG
transported her to the GW Hospital
emergency room for medical
treatment. The driver of the vehicle
fled the scene. The Metropolitan
Police Department responded and
took a report.
Referred to MPD

DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY/
VANDALISM, HARASSMENT

BY SIRI NADLER | HATCHET DESIGNER
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Source: WMATA

RA union decision sets national standard
From Page 1
“After two years of organizing, this ruling marks a national precedent,” the post
said. “No other private university has gotten this far in
unionizing its RAs, a victory
in itself. Thank you to the
many RAs and allies for their
patience in awaiting this decision.”
Calla Gilson, a former
RA in Shenkman and Somers
halls who led the unionization efforts last fall, said
unionization organizers are
hosting several town halls
over the next few weeks to
inform RAs about the effort.
Gilson said the election
is tentatively set for May 5
but organizers are trying to
push the date to May 17, so
it will not conflict with final
exams. If more than 50 percent of RAs who participate
in the election vote in favor,
then they will be able to affiliate with the Service Employees International Union
and collectively bargain their
employment contracts with
the University.
Gilson said she will support whatever decision the

RA’s make in the election.
Celeste Aguzino, a former RA in Hensley Hall who
was a part of the unionization movement, said the
decision acknowledged the
important role RAs serve on
a campus.
“They are not just students participating in an
extracurricular activity but
work deeply to lead and
guide our university community and have rights,” she
said.
If the students decide
to organize, GW could set
an example for RAs at other universities looking to
unionize, Aguzino said.
“It’s an incredible victory in itself to see this advocacy grow, develop and
strengthen over the past two
years leading up to today’s
decision,” she said.

A ‘fundamental change’ in
RA’s work

University spokeswoman Candace Smith said Friday that GW will cooperate
with the election process, but
stands behind its original
position that RAs should not
form a union and collectively

bargain with the University.
“While the University
will continue to cooperate
with the NLRB in this process, the University continues to believe that the
NLRB’s union election process should not be applied
to students in our residential
life program, which is an integral part of the educational
experience of our undergraduate students,” she said
in an email.
Austin Hansen, an RA
in District House, said he
didn’t support the effort because it will change the relationship between RAs and
their residents. He said RAs
are supposed to be available to their residents at all
times, but a union could
impose restrictions on how
and when RAs could interact with residents.
“Limiting the role to a
defined punch-in punch-out
window would dramatically
decrease the flexibility and
support RAs could provide
to their residents,” Hansen
said in an email.

Following a national trend

Friday’s decision ruled

that RAs at private universities across the nation – not
just at GW – are legal employees and have the right to
organize.
Beth McCuskey, the
president of the Association
of College and University
Housing Officers - International, which represents
campus housing professionals, denounced the decision
saying it “undermines” the
role RAs play on college
campuses.
“The connections that
RAs enjoy with other students in their residence halls,
classes, or student organizations make a very difficult translation to ‘working
conditions’ that will need to
be negotiated in any labor
agreement,” she said in the
statement.
The decision follows a
string of other labor disputes
on college campuses in recent years.
In his ruling, Marshall
cited an NLRB ruling last
August that found teaching
and research assistants at
Columbia University were
legal employees and could
form a union.

Business school dean departs after improving school’s financial standing
MEREDITH ROATEN
STAFF WRITER

Faculty said departing
business school Dean Linda
Livingstone put the school
back on solid financial footing after a budget crisis.
When
Livingstone,
who was named Baylor
University’s next president last week, came to
GW three years ago, the
school was reeling and its
accreditation was in question after former Dean
Doug Guthrie overspent
the school’s budget by $13
million. Faculty said Livingstone brought a calming presence as the school
tried to recover financially
and build back its battered
reputation.
Charles Garris, the outgoing chair of the Faculty
Senate’s executive committee, said he saw a dramatic
change in the atmosphere of
the business school during
Livingstone’s tenure.
“They were in a state
of crisis,” he said. “She
brought a sense of calm and
tranquility.”
To repay the money the
school owed the University, Livingstone planned to
cut spending starting this
year. She helped develop an
eight-year repayment plan
that began in 2015 and will
not be completed when she
leaves the University this
summer.
Livingstone will also
leave in the middle of the
school’s $75 million fundraising campaign, part of
the University’s larger $1
billion goal.
Like the start of her
GW tenure, Livingstone
will be walking into a complicated situation on day
one at Baylor. The Texas
university faces multiple
Title IX investigations,
and its last president was
fired for mishandling sexual assault cases involving
members of its high-profile
football team.
Garris said Livingstone
would be an ideal person

SAM HARDGROVE | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR
Linda Livingstone, the dean of the School of Business, will leave the school June 1 to become the president of Baylor University.

to turn around the situation at Baylor because she
has dealt with major issues
at the business school and
worked to improve staff
morale. He said Livingstone’s work put the school
in a better position to hire
a qualified candidate to replace her.
“When Guthrie left the
school was in shambles, and
its very hard to get someone
good,” Garris said. “Now
the school’s in much better
shape so they will probably
get someone.”
Officials
announced
Friday that Vivek Choudhury, the associate dean
for graduate programs at
the business school, would
serve as interim dean after
Livingstone steps down in
June. Officials have not announced when a search for
a permanent dean will begin.
University spokesman

Jason Shevrin said Livingstone was not available to
comment for this story.
The school’s next dean
could potentially be the first
chosen by incoming University President Thomas
LeBlanc, who will come to
GW in August.
During her tenure,
Livingstone developed a
strategic plan that focused
on taking advantage of the
school’s location and expanding international outreach.
Livingstone opened a
business program in South
Korea and launched additional resources for international students in the
campus career center, including special advisors to
guide students through the
visa process. Last year, the
school was ranked No. 8
for international business
by U.S. News and World
Report.

James Bailey, a professor of development and
management who was a
member of the search committee that brought Livingstone to the University, said
that when she started at
GW, she had to immediately make decisions about the
budget deficit. Livingstone
was sensible in where she
reduced spending and faculty didn’t notice the cuts,
Bailey said.
“It didn’t impact your
life in any specific way and
it certainly had no impact
on the quality of education
or supporting faculty in
their research,” Bailey said
of the funding cuts.
Bailey said Livingstone
had a level-headed attitude
and confident demeanor
that helped build unity
among faculty.
“From an interaction
standpoint, she just had
the bearing of a leader,”

Bailey said. “In a faculty meeting, one person
might raise a point and
another person might
raise a point, but Linda
was very good at connecting those points.”
Elias Carayannis, a
professor of science, technology, innovation and entrepreneurship, said Livingstone focused on women’s
empowerment
through
mentorship and hiring
women in her time at the
business school.
Livingstone appointed
two female associate deans
and enlisted the school in
the Forte Foundation partnership, a commitment to
help women in business
compete for jobs in highranking leadership positions.
“She did mentor female
faculty and certainly had
strong faculty of her membership team,” Carayannis

said. “She has been doing
what she’s been preaching.”
Other faculty said Livingstone hadn’t been in her
position long enough to accomplish major goals.
Robert Van Order, a
professor of economics and
finance, said Livingstone
would have needed more
time to make a significant
mark at the school.
“For a dean to really
make his or her mark it
takes more than a couple of
years,” Van Order said.
Another change in leadership
Livingstone will be the
third business school dean
to leave since 2010. Experts
said the constant change
in leadership could have
an impact on the school’s
ability to achieve its goals
and recruit highly-qualified
deans.
Jason Lane, a professor
of higher education administration at SUNY Albany
University, said turnover
can create significant instability within a school.
Lane said uncertainty in
leadership can make it more
difficult to hire for lower
level administrative and
faculty positions because
some feel uncomfortable
with ambiguity in upperlevel positions.
“When there is such
continually churn in the
senior leadership position,
organizations tend to drift
forward rather than move
strategically,” Lane said.
Mitchell Chang, a professor of higher education
and organizational change
at University of California
Los Angeles, said frequent
leadership change can
disrupt the priorities of a
school’s strategic plan because deans cannot be held
accountable for its success
or failure.
“When this happens,
the school will not only fall
short of achieving the plan
within the charted timeline
but also, problems associated with needed changes
could worsen,” he said in
an email.
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GW veteran defies odds to cross Boston Marathon finish line
MEREDITH ROATEN
STAFF WRITER

First-year graduate student
and Air Force veteran Adam
Popp ran the Boston Marathon
alongside tens of thousands of
runners last week, but for Popp,
the journey to the finish line
wasn’t so simple.
Eight years ago, the rehabilitation counseling major was
told by doctors that he couldn’t
run anymore because of complications from his amputated
right leg.
In December 2007, Popp,
an improvised explosive device technician in the U.S. Air
Force, was on patrol disarming
roadside bombs in eastern Afghanistan when one detonated
nearby, severely wounding him
and forcing his right leg to be
amputated above the knee.
Popp returned to the United States to recover at Walter
Reed Medical Center, a military
hospital in Maryland, where
he stayed for more than a year.
Doctors told him to avoid highimpact activities because he developed a hip condition resulting from the surgery.
But after Popp got his first
prosthetic running leg in 2015
to prepare for a Ski to Sea race,
a multi-sport charity event in
Washington state, he started
running again.
“To find out that I still have

that in me, that I never had
it taken away from me, that I
shouldn’t take that for granted,
that’s why I continue to do it,”
he said. “That’s something that
I can’t give up on.”
He started small, running in
circles at parking lots to rebuild
strength. Popp said that after he
avoided that kind of physical
activity for eight years, getting
back in shape was brutal.
“I went from sitting on the
couch not running or doing any
cardio to trying to run,” Popp
said. “After that I figured out
that I could do this activity and
I just started to train quite a bit.”
Popp started training to run
a half marathon for Air Force
veterans, then set his sights
even higher. Seven months after
running for the first time on his
prosthetic leg, Popp ran his first
marathon in Virginia, finishing
in 3 hours and 44 minutes, that
is an 8 minute 30-second mile
pace.
“I ran that half marathon
faster with my prosthetic leg
than I ran when I had two legs,”
Popp said.
Popp has ran several more
marathons and other races
since, including the famed Boston Marathon April 17. But despite finishing second among
mobility impaired runners, he
wasn’t satisfied with his finishing time of 4 hours and 10 minutes.

Running didn’t interest
Popp until after his tour with
the Air Force. Although he
wasn’t always a long distance
runner, now he runs four to five
miles every day.
“It’s an escape for me,”
Popp said. “It’s my meditation.
I let all my thoughts go.”
Popp came to GW last fall
to start his program in rehabilitation counseling, a topic he
said he wouldn’t have considered studying if it wasn’t for his
running career.
“Setting these goals and
waking up everyday to try to be
a better person has spilled into
other areas of my life,” he said.
“That’s why I do it everyday.”
Yannick Baptiste, the president of the GW Veterans, said
he admired Popp’s fire and optimism, not only in his running.
Popp began helping other
military veterans and mentoring his peers while recovering
at Walter Reed. Now he volunteers for veterans groups like
Team Red White and Blue, the
EOD Warrior Foundation and
the Air Force Wounded Warrior
program, by coordinating and
organizing teams for different
races and what he calls recreational rehabilitation.
“His heart and soul is in
it,” Baptiste said. “Anytime he
comes around, he definitely
brightens the room and brings
positivity despite the odds.”

COURTESY OF ADAM POPP
Adam Popp, a first-year graduate student and Air Force veteran, ran the Boston Marathon alongside tens of thousands of runners last week.

Popp was awarded the Pat
Tillman Scholarship in 2016, a
scholarship for veterans and the
spouses of veterans that show
strong academics, a record of
community service and leadership potential.
Popp said he hopes to run
the Boston marathon again

someday, but he has already
shifted his focus to his next
goal: the Paratriathlon National
Championships. He qualified
in March for the national competition scheduled to be held in
Wisconsin this June.
Popp said watching the success of other competitive athlete

veterans with similar injuries
inspired him in his journey but
that isn’t the reason why he runs
today.
“It really prompted me to
get where I am today,” he said.
“I hope just leading by example
that I can do that for others.”

High-turnover rate plagues The Shops at 2000 Penn

MAX WANG | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
In the past 11 years, at least nine businesses have closed in The Shops at 2000 Penn, and at least
four sites are currently available for lease.

JUSTINE CROWE
REPORTER

When Indian restaurant
Bindaas opens this fall in The
Shops at 2000 Penn, it will be at

least the eighth new business to
move into the turnover-plagued
complex in the last decade.
Several business have left
the complex in recent years,
leaving behind some shuttered

spaces that have sat empty for
years. Store managers in the
complex said there are a variety
of reasons for the high turnover,
including high rents for some
businesses and low foot traffic in

the building.
In the past 11 years, at least
nine shops have closed in the
building, and at least four sites
are available for lease, according
to a the Shop’s website. The complex, which GW has owned since
1984, has 23 retail spaces.
University spokesman Brett
Zongker said it wasn’t unusual
to have several businesses open
and close in the complex.
“A continually changing
tenant mix is a standard feature
of urban retail markets, and the
arrivals and departures for some
2000 Penn businesses is an example of this,” he said in an email.
“A continually changing
tenant mix is a standard feature
of urban retail markets, and the
arrivals and departures for some
2000 Penn businesses is an example of this.”
Zongker said after Bindaas
signed its lease, GW saw interest
from other potential tenants to
rent space in the center. He said
officias plan to fill the space left
by Kinkead’s a former seafood
restaurant in the building.
Kinkead’s closed its doors
in December 2012 after leasing
space at 2000 Penn for 20 years.

More than four years later, the
space on the second-floor of 2000
Penn has not been filled.
There are two levels of retailers in the complex with business spaces in its upper floors
GW uses investment money
from its ownership of the complex to fund academic programs,
University facilities, financial aid
and other programs, Zongker
said.
Zongker declined to say
what the process is to lease
spaces in the complex, how GW
is involved, if rent has increased
in recent years, the reasons why
tenants have left, how much GW
profits every year from the center and why some spaces have
not been filled for years. He cited
the University’s policy not to discuss leasing matters.
Ashok Bajaj, the owner
of Knightsbridge Restaurant
Group – that owns Bindaas, said
he wants to bring his restaurant
to the Foggy Bottom neighborhood because he wants a location that is busy during both the
afternoon and evening.
Bajaj said he was concerned
about the high rent at 2000 Penn,
but that it would be a concern at

any complex.
“Rent is always a concern,
but GW worked with me on the
rent, and they were very gracious with working with me on
the rent,” he said.
Current managers of retail
spaces in the center said increasing rent, changing management
and the lingering effects from the
2008 recession could be pushing
tenants out of the center.
Harry Smith, the owner of
the UPS Store in the complex,
said he had not heard of a rent
increase in recent years, but the
complex empties out on most
weekends and nights.
“Most people go to 14th
Street, and this place gets pretty
dead,” he said, referring to a
popular nightlife destination in
the city. “Retail in general is hard
at night and on weekends.”
Senior Simone Jackenthal,
the assistant manager at Captain
Cookie and the Milkman, said
rent increases were driving some
tenants away.
“As tenants, they are not
very cooperative with people
that are here because they think
they can fill the spots easily,” she
said.

H Street construction project riles residents, food truck owners
AARON GALLOWAY
REPORTER

The construction project
that has disrupted life on H
Street is expected to last at least
another month.
Workers at the electric company Pepco are adding new
electric tubes beneath H and
20th streets. The latest round of
construction is the third part of
a four-phase project that will not
be completed until June, according to a company release. Neighbors and students said construction noise has rattled area
residents and food truck owners
said the work has forced them
out of their usual spot on H
Street, hurting their businesses.
The project – which began
along I Street in September – will
install new electrical wiring in
the area, increasing the amount

of electricity the wires can handle to prevent a potential system
overload, and improve the reliability of electrical service. The
final phrase, which will begin
in May, will add high voltage
cables through the newly-constructed tubes beneath H Street,
the company said.
Pepco spokesman Erik
Winkfield said the company met
with GW officials before starting the project to discuss ways
to reduce disruptions for people
traveling around campus. He
did not provide further details
about those efforts.
“Completing this project
helps ensure we can continue
to support the electric needs of
the families and businesses we
serve,” he said in an email. “We
will continue to keep the community informed as progress
continues.”

Winkfield said Pepco
worked with the D.C. Department of Transportation to develop traffic control plans to
protect drivers and pedestrians
once the project got underway.
Crews have held caution signs
to direct traffic on H Street during construction.
Winkfield declined to say
if construction could affect the
electricity or water in surrounding buildings, how the company
has been communicating with
the University throughout the
process, if they communicated
with food trucks before relocating them and when the food
trucks could return to H Street.
University spokesman Brett
Zongker said in an email that
GW could not control whether
the project would take place, but
officials told Pepco that there are
“high-use buildings” surround-

ing the construction area.
“GW doesn’t control this
project, but we are in contact
with Pepco so as to mitigate any
impacts,” he said.
Zongker declined to provide further details and deferred
to Pepco for more information.
The construction has forced
food trucks that normally line H
Street outside Gelman Library to
relocate to 22nd Street.
Some food truck owners
said Pepco didn’t warn them
that they would have to move
and that they have lost business

since moving to their new location.
Naht Dang, an employee at
Tasty Kabob food truck, which
serves traditional Afghani food,
said the city transportation department told him on the day
the project began that he would
have to relocate. He said sales
have fallen 15 to 20 percent
because students don’t know
where the food truck is, driving
them to eat elsewhere.
“They put up the sign on
that day,” he said. “This was
something that was supposed

to be done two or three weeks
ago.”
Julia Korsyn, a sophomore
District House resident and
tour guide, said the construction
around campus is harming prospective student’s perceptions of
the University.
“They think, ‘Oh my God.
There’s so much construction.
What’s going on here?’” she
said. “And I’m like it’s just one
street I promise. They don’t understand the layout of the campus, so I definitely think it’s interfering with the tours.”
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Why businesses are ending their leases at The Shops at 2000 Penn p. 3
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It’s time for GW’s current student health insurance plan to
have its own check-up, in order to reduce costs and better
provide the care that students need.

—SYDNEY ERHARDT, A HATCHET COLUMNIST • published April 20

Everyone should learn to think like opinion journalists

A

s a freshman in the
School of Media and
Public Aﬀairs, one
of my journalism professors
told our class that he hated
how much emphasis was put
on opinion journalism – from
TV pundits to newspaper editorial endorsements of political candidates. A week later, I
was accepted as an opinions
writer for The Hatchet.

Melissa
Holzberg
Opinions
Editor
Since that week, almost
three years ago, I have
served as an opinions writer, the contributing opinions editor and the opinions editor at The Hatchet.
On more than one occasion
I’ve found myself explaining why the work opinion
writers do is important.
I’ve had to sit and describe
how my work diﬀers from
a Facebook post a student
makes when they’re mad
at a professor, and why my
writers’ columns are diﬀerent than articles published

on The Odyssey or Thought
Catalog.
Opinion journalism gives
a “should” to a news article,
and the opinions section offers possible steps for problems and issues the news
sections cover. A column can
share a perspective on an issue that others may not have
thought of, and then that
writer can propose a realistic solution to the problem
after thorough research. Of
course, everyone has an opinion – and naturally, everyone
thinks that their opinion is the
right one. But we should all
learn to be more like opinion
journalists, giving our opinions with research and possible solutions backing us up.
Over the past year, I’ve
led my section through a tumultuous presidential election season, the hiring of a
new University president,
resident advisers trying to
unionize and a dramatic Student Association campaign
season. I haven’t added my
two cents on a lot of the news
this past year, but as an editor
I’ve helped ﬂesh out my writers’ arguments, edited content that I wholly disagreed
with and learned more about

viewpoints that I’d never
encountered before. For example, I never considered
political diversity as a part
of GW’s diversity until one
of my writer’s wanted the
Multicultural Student Services Center to add a diversity discussion on the topic.
It’s easy to just say that we
should all be open to opinions that diﬀer from our own.
But opinion journalism forces
you to realize that your opinion is not the only one and
that someone else’s opinion
might be more accepted and
better-debated. It’s refreshing, grounding and necessary
to understand why people
disagree and to be willing to
change those viewpoints.
Although reading news
headlines will tell you what’s
going on in the world, it
won’t connect you to the
writer and it won’t always
make you empathetic to the
issue. We need opinion journalists to make us care about
issues we normally wouldn’t
think to. We need opinion
journalists to give us cues on
what issues are worth caring
about. This is why the newseditorial divide is crucial for
newsrooms across the coun-

STAFF EDITORIAL

Short-staffed Title IX office
and flawed conduct code
harm students
From short-staﬃng in
the Title IX oﬃce to holes in
the code of student conduct,
GW’s support system for
survivors of sexual assault
and violence is cause for
concern.
Currently, Title IX coordinator Rory Muhammad
is the only full time permanent staﬀ member in the
Title IX oﬃce. Carrie Ross,
the former assistant director
for sexual assault prevention and response, resigned
in January and the position,
which oversees prevention
education training, has been
vacant since then. GW is
looking to ﬁll this position
and is also expanding the ofﬁce by adding two new positions – a Title IX investigator, who investigates cases,
and a paralegal, who communicates with the people
involved in a case.
We’re sure GW is working on hiring these individuals, and hiring can be a complicated process. But the fact
that there’s only been one
full-time staﬀ member since
January gives oﬀ the impression that ﬁlling these positions isn’t a priority for GW.
These vacancies show
a lack of concern and disregard for survivors of sexual
assault and violence. It’s
crucial that the Title IX oﬃce
be able to provide survivors
with all the resources and
support they need, but the
oﬃce’s current state may deter students from reporting
incidents and reaching out
to the Title IX oﬃce.
The two new positions – Title IX investigator
and paralegal – are vital to
the functioning of the ofﬁce. Since these positions
have never been in place at
GW, one person in the Title
IX oﬃce has been the point
of contact for everything
since January. The absence
of these crucial roles raises
questions about the oﬃce’s
eﬀectiveness in dealing with
Title IX issues both in the
past and present.
GW peer schools like
Georgetown, Tufts and
Northeastern universities

have investigators as part of
their Title IX oﬃces, making
it surprising that GW has
taken this long to consider
adding these positions. A
fully staﬀed Title IX oﬃce
provides more resources for
students, which can encourage more people to come
forward with their complaints.
High turnover and difﬁculty hiring replacements
is part of a larger GW trend.
In the last three years, we’ve
had three diﬀerent people
serve as the victim services
coordinator – the staﬀ member in UPD who supports
survivors as they go through
the reporting process – and
we currently have an interim coordinator. It also took
eight months to hire a new
vice provost for diversity,
equity and community engagement. This is a problem
that will have heavy consequences as GW tries to expand the oﬃce. Widespread
turnover can deter people
from applying to open positions, especially if prospective applicants believe the
turnover stems from issues
within the workplace culture. As the University continues their search, oﬃcials
should be more transparent
by giving us updates on
how the hiring process is going and how they can help
students who may want to
seek help from the Title IX
oﬃce.
Unfortunately,
when
it comes to how GW supports survivors and handles
sexual assault cases, the
problems don’t stop at turnover in the Title IX oﬃce.
The University’s code of
student conduct, which was
not created by the Title IX
oﬃce, doesn’t state whether
a conviction for sexual violence can impact a student’s
employment with the University. Additionally, the
employee handbook doesn’t
speciﬁcally state whether an
employee can be terminated
for a case of sexual violence
outside the workplace.
This language is troubling, and likely what con-
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tributed to the continued
employment of a student
manager at the Lerner
Health and Wellness Center after he was disciplined
for sexual violence. It’s
refreshing to see that the
University released a statement last week providing
information on how they
review sexual misconduct
cases and the results of cases
in the past two years, but
it still doesn’t address this
major issue. Although the
University’s acknowledgement of student concerns
about these issues and willingness to make changes is
encouraging, it needs to be
translated into concrete actions. The University should
show their commitment to
issues of sexual misconduct
and violence by altering the
language of their code and
employee handbook to be
like Florida State University’s code, which states that
if a student is found guilty
of of sexual misconduct,
the punishment can include
termination from University
employment.
The HelWell employee
in that case only received
a deferred suspension, instead of the recommended minimum sanction of
suspension. Although we
weren’t in the hearing and
don’t have all sides of the
story, if a punishment is recommended in the code for
a certain violation, then it
should be followed. At the
very least, the University
should lay out potential reasons for why someone may
get a lower sentence than
recommended, which they
failed to do in their statement.
It will always be diﬃcult
for universities to handle
sexual assault cases because
of how sensitive the issue
is for all parties involved.
But with a Title IX oﬃce
with only one full-time staﬀ
member and a problematic
code of conduct, GW is communicating to its student
body that helping sexual
assault victims is not a high
priority.

try. News teams need to report and write objectively,
and editorial teams need to
take that information and develop opinions to persuade
readers on a particular stance.

“

Opinion
journalism gives
a “should” to
a news article,
and the opinions
section offers
possible steps
for problems and
issues the news
sections cover.

As an editor, I’m pretty
repetitive. I tell my writers
each week that they need to
sell me on a column topic in
the ﬁrst few sentences, and by
the second paragraph I need
them to tell me why I should
even care to ﬁx the problem
they want to address. There’s
no way for everyone to develop research-based opinions
on each news headline in a
day, and that’s where opinion journalists come in – not
to tell us what to think, but to

ministrators and student
organization members to
ask me to retract statements,
which I chose to never do.
And even though as a student at this University those
times were hard, I’m proud
to have started those conversations on campus. Opinion
journalists don’t claim that
our opinions are the right
ones – in fact, every column
has to mention the counterargument. Our columns
and editorials bring perspective and honesty to campus
conversations – and I stand
by each column I’ve written
and edited, even if my opinion today diﬀers from what I
wrote at the time.
My time as the opinions
editor of this paper is over, but
I won’t stop screaming about
why this section is important
and why the work of opinion
journalists can change the
tide of public opinion. As I
step into my new role as The
Hatchet’s managing director,
I’ll still be watching, researching and opining – just with a
diﬀerent title.
—Melissa Holzberg, a
junior majoring in political communication, is The Hatchet’s
opinions editor.

Multicultural organizations
aren’t recruiting students
from all backgrounds
Multicultural organizations are a major part of campus life for a large portion
of students at GW. These
organizations facilitate a
strong community between
students who care about
a particular culture. But at
the beginning of the fall and
spring semesters, I’ve found
that multicultural organizations focus on recruiting students who are from the same
culture rather than students
who are interested in learning about that culture.
As an executive board
member of the Philippine
Cultural Society, I’ve seen
this method of cultural recruitment ﬁrst hand. And
regretfully, I’ve perpetrated
it. If I realize that a student
is Filipino, my immediate
reaction is to tell them about
PCS, our culture show and
all of the “bahay,” or family,
events we do. Multicultural
organizations should respect
students’ cultural autonomy
by not assuming they’re interested in that group just
because they come from a
shared background. In that
same vein, organizations
should look to recruit more
members who don’t come
from that background.
To me, cultural autonomy means individuals have
the right to embrace their
culture as much as they’d
like, whether it’s being active through an on-campus
organization or just celebrating their heritage with family. Although it’s easy for
multicultural organizations
to recruit or talk to students
based on racial background
or culture, it’s also important
to understand that students
might be more interested
in sports, job opportunities
and academics rather than
a group that celebrates their
background.
Whatever the case may
be, there’s no wrong way
to embrace your culture,
and multicultural organizations need to remember that
when they’re recruiting and
meeting students. Choosing
to not be active in a cultural
organization doesn’t mean
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tell us to think.
Of course, being an opinion journalist is also a good
way to upset people. It’s hard
to be confronted with opinions that diﬀer from your
own. If a reader voted for
President Donald Trump in
November, reading the many
columns published against
his candidacy, supporters and
policies can be hurtful. And
each year when The Hatchet’s editorial board endorses
SA candidates for president
and executive vice president,
I have no doubt that those we
don’t endorse are upset by
what we write about them.
But opinion journalists need
to write regardless.
For the last two years as
a Hatchet editor, I know I’ve
hurt feelings. I was part of
an editorial board, and a byline on an endorsement, that
elicited comments about homophobia, sexism and bigotry. Although I believe those
claims were unjustiﬁed, the
editorial started a conversation on campus about gender, pronouns and transparency that was necessary.
I’ve written columns about
political groups on campus
and SMPA that caused ad-
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that a student is ashamed
or embarrassed of their heritage – instead, it might be
a personal choice that has
nothing to do with the cultural organization at all.

Renee Pineda
Writer
There’s also a cultural
shaming phenomenon that
I’ve seen far too often. I’ve
seen members from a multitude of cultural organizations become irritated or upset that a student who comes
from the same cultural background doesn’t want to be
active in that multicultural
community. But culture
doesn’t have to be central
to a person’s identity or outwardly expressed through
participation in multicultural organizations. This thinking is close-minded and
can alienate students who
didn’t grow up in a household where their culture was
central to their family but
may be interested in learning more once they get to
GW. This can be especially
applicable to students who
were adopted or grew up in
biracial or multiracial families. I grew up in a home that
celebrated my heritage with
cultural food, but I wasn’t
aware of the rich history or
many ethnic norms associated with the Philippines. Due
to this upbringing, I knew
I wanted to join a student
organization that celebrates
Filipino culture.
If cultural organizations
don’t take opportunities to
reach out to students who
don’t know much about
their culture, those students
may end up feeling ignored
and even isolated. In extreme
cases, cultural organizations
can develop reputations
for only recruiting students
with certain pre-requisites
in regards to background
and cultural knowledge.
Although I haven’t noticed
complete isolation from
cultural organizations, I’ve

noticed that people tend to
not reach outside their comfort zone when it comes to
recruitment. If that doesn’t
change, cultural organizations won’t be able to hear
new voices and that will
thwart the group’s growth.
It’s easier said than done
for these organizations to
change the preconceptions
they have. But the ﬁrst steps
towards change start with
redeﬁning what it means to
be in a cultural organization.
It’s simple to recruit people
who share your cultural
background or heritage, and
organizations should still
do this. But multicultural
organizations also need to
be more proactive when
talking to people who don’t
come from the same background. There are diﬀerent
types of students who are
interested in what an organization is doing to better
the community and learning
more about a new culture.
Although the Multicultural Student Services Center does a great job talking
about inclusivity, ultimately
it’s on the shoulders of each
of these cultural organizations to initiate change.
Multicultural organizations
should hold a meeting once
or twice a semester to educate the public about what
heritage and culture means
to that speciﬁc group. Once
that happens, more productive conversation and recruitment can happen.
In a melting pot like the
U.S., identifying with a community based on skin color
or ethnicity isn’t the only
way to embrace culture. Celebrating culture and diversity is a beautiful thing, but
pushing a cultural agenda
does harm to everyone – the
cultural organization and
the rest of the student body.
No one has the right to tell
you how involved you must
be, and a lack of involvement
in an organization can’t take
away your heritage.
—Renee Pineda, a sophomore majoring in political
science, is a Hatchet opinions
writer.
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SCENE
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TIME MACHINE ROAST
DC Improv Lounge
April 27 • $5

Laugh along as D.C. comedians
dress up as historical figures
and roast each other.

WHAT’S TRENDING
THIS WEEK
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HORRIBLE FUN: BASED ON
CARDS AGAINST HUMANITY
Under the Gun Theater
April 28 • $15

Die of laughter as comedians use
Cards Against Humanity during this
hilarious improv show.

JAZZ CARTIER

U Street Music Hall
April 29 • $15
Jam out to this rising Canadian
star as he ushers in a new wave
of hip-hop.

#THINGSIADMIRE

Become a true local and live in one of these
D.C. neighborhoods this summer
SHARON WONG
STAFF WRITER

If you’re staying in D.C. this summer, it can be tempting to just send in your deposit for housing at GW. But the summer months are the prime
time to venture off campus and live in a different neighborhood in the city.
Whether you want to spend your summer at Nationals Park or bar-hopping on U Street, these different neighborhoods will help you see D.C.
beyond Foggy Bottom. To become a true Washingtonian, check out these neighborhoods where you can get comparable rent for one bedroom in a
shared apartment, or even save a little green, this summer.

If you’re a night owl

If you’re a typical Hilltern

If you’re an outdoorsy, sports fan

Colorful townhouses and historic homes dot the
streets in Adams Morgan, giving summer residents a
more upscale and traditional D.C. living experience.
You’ll feel like a true local when you’re running to
catch the Metro at the U Street station and the bouncers at the neighborhood’s best bars know you by
name.
Known for its vibrant nightlife, living in Adams
Morgan means that you can step outside your door
and into your favorite bars. In Adams Morgan, you
will also be adjacent to late night food staples, like
Amsterdam Falafelshop, Jumbo Slice and The Diner,
to satisfy all your midnight cravings.
The area restaurant scene offers a diverse collection of offbeat speakeasy vibes alongside uptown and
elegant bistros. At Songbyrd, an unorthodox coffeehouse and music shop, you can make your own record or dine in at this relaxed brunch spot serving artisanal java drinks, hearty focaccia sandwiches and all
day breakfast for around $15 per meal. The space also
doubles as a concert venue, so be sure to check out the
schedule and stop by during a live performance.
Adams Morgan also offers a large concentration of
comedy clubs and open mic nights at the area’s many
bars, which will give you some comedic relief after a
long workday. The DC Arts Center houses local improv and sketch groups at shows on most nights of
the week.
If you’re looking to really delve into D.C.’s buzzing arts scene and party just as much as you push paper at your internship, Adams Morgan is the neighborhood for you.

Living in this convenient neighborhood not only
means you are walking distance from the Supreme
Court, Smithsonian museums and the Capitol Building, but you’ll be able to mix in some fun at an array
of open-air restaurants and bars.
Take a break after your long day of work as a hilltern to walk down Barracks Row on Eighth Street – a
strip that boasts a bustling restaurant scene from pubs
and quick bites to gourmet doughnuts from District
Doughnut.
This neighborhood calls for spontaneous weekend visits to Eastern Market for your dose of locally
made produce, jewelry, vintage clothing and soaps.
This neighborhood also offers a number of pet-friendly restaurants that can remedy the pang of homesickness for dog owners staying in the District over the
summer. Art and Soul not only offers hearty Southern
comfort food using sustainable ingredients, but also
a “pooch patio menu,” making it the go-to Sunday
puppy-spotting venue.
For an upscale cultural activity that you can use to
impress your coworkers, you can find evening viewings of a Shakespearean play at The Folger Shakespeare Theatre on East Capitol Street. Designed to resemble an Elizabethan inn, the playhouse is a quirky
hidden gem in the formal backdrop of Capitol Hill.
If convenience is your main priority but you also
want some freedom eat outside and enjoy the summer weather, an apartment right behind Capitol Hill
is perfect for you.

This up-and-coming southeast neighborhood features a mix of new high-rise apartments with older
homes, all along D.C.’s waterfront to help you cool off
during the humid summer.
With baseball season in full swing, living in Navy
Yard is perfect for sports fans looking to catch a weekend game at Nationals Park. Between innings, you
can grab a snack at one of the dozens of new food venues that opened inside the stadium this season, like a
tot-tower from See. You. Tater. or a local cocktail at the
new Distillers of the DMV.
Living by the southwest waterfront has other
perks, especially if you’re looking to be healthier this
summer. The Anacostia Riverwalk Trail provides the
perfect locale for a jog along the waterfront with a
stunning sunrise.
With the waterfront location, it is hardly surprising that Navy Yard hosts some of D.C.’s trendiest bars.
Just off Riverwalk Trail, treat yourself under a pink
striped umbrella at Whaley’s, which will have transformed part of their waterfront patio into a Rosé Garden for the spring-summer season. The Rosé Garden
will offer a menu of ten Rosé wines as well as frozen
drinks, high-ball cocktails, beer and fresh appetizers
all with a gorgeous river backdrop.
If you’re looking to enjoy the outdoors and forget
you’re in a hot and humid city this summer, score an
apartment in Navy Yard and take advantage of outdoor activities along the southwest waterfront.

Apartment costs range from $1,100 – $2,300 per month

Apartment costs range from $1,200 – $2,200 per month

Apartment costs range from $1,700 – $2,000 per month

Adams Morgan

Capitol Hill

Navy Yard

Cheese and chocolate adorn the traditional Swiss
menu at Stable
MIKAYLA BRODY
STAFF WRITER

Walking into Stable feels a
lot like coming home – if your
home is a rustic cabin in the
Swiss Alps.
Stable, a Swiss-American
restaurant that opened this
month, is nestled among
other up-and-coming restaurants at 1324 H St. NE and offers savory cuisine in a rustic
ambiance with an authenticity to make it stand out from
the crowd. The menu incorporates fresh, locally-sourced
ingredients into traditional
Swiss recipes that make you
wonder if they raised the
lamb out back.
Executive chef David Fritsche describes Swiss cuisine
as a crossroads “between its
neighbors” including France,
Italy, Germany and Austria,
not just the cheese and chocolate that the region is famous
for. Fritsche added that influences from these outside
countries, along with varying Swiss culture, contribute
to the diverse range of Swiss
dishes at Stable.
Fritsche and Silvan Kraemer, the restaurant’s executive manager, spent the past
17 years working alongside
one another in other restaurants before they decided to
co-operate Stable. The two
grew up in the kitchen and
then throughout their careers at various restaurants
from Dubai to Dupont Circle,
they’ve become “like brothers,” Kraemer said.
“My grandma owns a hotel back in Switzerland so as

a small kid I was a dish boy,”
Fritsche said. “I grew up into
it.”
Despite the marriage of
Swiss traditions with other
European influences, there’s
still plenty of cheese on the
menu, especially in the Ramp
Spätzle appetizer ($14). Spätzle is a simple green noodle
topped with crispy golden
onions and interlaced with
creamy, melted Gruyere
cheese. The smoothness of
the cheese harmonizes with
the crunch of the onions, and
leaves you with a savory
symphony punctuated with
notes of nutmeg.
For your main course,
the veal Zurich style ($27)
is an authentic Swiss dish.
The lean cuts of veal are accompanied by potato rosti, a
more sophisticated version of
a hash brown, drowning in
a sea of creamy mushroom
sauce. The succulent serving
of veal and rich mushroom
sauce atop the potato pancake redefines what you see
as a classic “meat and potatoes” meal.
For those of you aiming
for a lighter option, try the
white asparagus ($19). Unlike its green-skinned counterpart, white asparagus is
grown completely underground, which means that
chlorophyll never forms and
the stalks are more tender.
This main course presents
you with crisp and airy stalks
doused in a creamy hollandaise sauce and accentuated
by prosciutto and potatoes,
making the dish a little more
filling.

ELIZABETH RICKERT |
HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Top: Executive chef David
Fritsche serves up fresh,
locally-sourced ingredients
into traditional Swiss recipes
at the new Swiss-American
restaurant, Stable.
Right: Ramp Spätzle, a green
noodle topped with crispy
onions and Gruyere cheese, is
a traditional Swiss appetizer.

When you enter the restaurant, the atmosphere
makes your plate even more
enjoyable. You are welcomed
by the warm flicker of lanterns and the hearty laughter
of young people and families
alike. Hand-drawn sketches
of Swiss countrysides and
upcycled barn doors cover
the walls.

As you drift deeper into
the restaurant, the space expands into a large enclosed
“patio” layout that offers
ample seating both at the
bar and the standard tables
around the restaurant. The
open-air floorplan and translucent roof allow soft, natural
light to illuminate the variety
of bottles stacked behind the
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bar.
The kitchen is situated
right in the heart of the restaurant. The stainless steel
pans contrast against the
aged, wooden countertop.
Here you can catch Fritsche
gracefully shifting from one
stovetop to another, perfecting your main course, while
Kraemer ensures your dish is

served with the best experience possible. If you’re seated
close enough, you might even
hear their playful banter.
As mouth-watering as all
of these options are, don’t get
too attached because Stable
plans to update their menu
seasonally to incorporate the
freshest ingredients. Certain
cheeses and other products
are imported from Switzerland, while their meat
is often sourced from the
Shenandoah Valley and their
produce is derived from
Pennsylvania.
Their drink menu is also
reflective of their commitment to local and Swiss ingredients, serving up beers, wine
and cocktails from Switzerland, the countries’ bordering Switzerland and the D.C.
area. Kraemer emphasized
that freshness is key to their
authenticity.
“It’s fresher, it’s more ecologically friendly and it’s also
supporting the local farmer
and fishermen,” Kraemer
said. “It’s really important to
support and showcase the
local ingredients in a more
Swiss style.”
If you’re still vying for
more, check out Stable’s
indulgent dessert menu,
complete with a decadent
Toblerone chocolate mousse
and a hearty selection of digestifs, like varieties of amaro
and cognac from the bar.
Stable may take a little
more out of your wallet than
other restaurants you frequent, but the authenticity
makes the meal worth every
penny.
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Men’s and women’s tennis
head to Orlando to compete
in the A-10 Championship.
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Baseball hosts Davidson in a
weekend conference series.

Men’s rowing’s winning time over Georgetown and Rutgers
Saturday.

Baseball drops series to Rhode Island after doubleheader losses
AGAM MITTAL
STAFF WRITER

To kick off its first
weekend series in nearly
a month Friday, Baseball
(20-21, 5-7 A-10) routed
second-place Rhode Island (21-16, 10-4 A-10)
15–5 in a matchup which
saw the Colonials execute
in every phase of the
game.
Two days later, having
won six of their previous
eight games, GW hosted
a doubleheader at Tucker
Field. But untimely mistakes at the mound proved
to be costly against the
Rams bats, which were the
difference-makers Sunday.
The Colonials now
find themselves in a threeway tie for eighth place in
the Atlantic 10 standings
after winning only one of
their four conference series
so far.
Here’s how the weekend unfolded for the Colonials:

Game 1: GW 15, Rhode
Island 5

Junior starting pitcher
Brady Renner took the
mound Friday and put together 5.2 innings of work,
keeping the Rams at bay.
Renner allowed four runs
on only seven hits. The
Carle Place, N.Y. native
has been the Colonials’
most reliable starter this
year, sporting a 6–3 record
and an ERA of 2.47.
In a game where GW
caught fire and connected
for 17 hits, Renner credited
his teammates for his victory.
“It’s the best thing in
the world – it’s like these

JULIA ABRIOLA | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Senior outfielder Joey Bartosic rounds third base during baseball's front end of the double header against Rhode Island. Bartosic
broke the all-time steals record during the second game of the day.

guys give me motivation, they put up runs,
and they have my back,”
Renner said. “I’ve gotta
go out on the mound and
do the same thing – I gotta have their back, and do
my job.”
The Colonials blasted
eight runs in just the first
third of the game, scoring
four in both the second
and third innings. The
highlight of the afternoon
came in the bottom of the
second inning, when ju-

nior second baseman Robbie Metz blasted an insidethe-park home run over
the head of Rams right
fielder Mike Foley.
The Colonials saw
five starters record multiple hits, with senior
third basemen Eli Kashi
finishing a team-best
4-for-5 with two RBIs
and a run.
Senior
closer
Eddie Muhl, who threw 50
pitches over three scoreless innings, was credited

with his eighth save of the
season. Muhl was also recognized as the 2017 Jackie
Robinson Award recipient
in a pregame ceremony.
“It means a lot,” Muhl
said. “Over my four years
here all the guys who have
won it have been huge
character guys, guys that
have helped the team on
and off the field.”

Game 2: GW 2, Rhode
Island 7

In the first game of Sun-

day’s doubleheader, the
Colonials jumped ahead
1–0 after Metz dropped in
a left field single in the bottom of the fourth inning to
drive in first baseman Bobby Campbell from second
base.
Rams cleanup hitter
Chris Hess responded
with the bases loaded and
flied out to deep center
field, scoring a run to tie
the game, 1–1.
In his fifth start of the
season, Metz threw 100

pitches and allowed just
three runs. He doubled his
total strikeouts on the season from eight to 16.
After putting runners
on second and first, he
was replaced by Muhl in
the top of the seventh inning.
On just two days rest,
following Friday’s threeinning save, he was not as
sharp. The closer yielded a
single to Jesse Lee to load
the bases and allowed
a walk to put the Rams
ahead, 2–1 in the top of the
seventh. Rhode Island’s
Matt O’Neil followed it
up by hitting a sacrifice fly
to right field, pushing the
Rams lead to 3–1.
The Colonials narrowed the deficit to 3–2 in
the bottom of the seventh,
when senior Joey Bartosic drove in junior catcher
Brandon Chapman from
second base, but that
would be as close as GW
would get.
In the ninth inning,
junior southpaw Kevin
Hodgson allowed a double, a walk and a wild
pitch. Hess then roped a
double into left field to
score two more.
Two
batters
later,
Rhode Island senior Mike
Corin would put the
game on ice. The North
Providence, R.I. native
took a pitch right over the
plate on an 0-2 count and
smacked it 360 feet over
the left field wall to put the
Rams up for good, 7-2.
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Confidence, experience
guides men’s tennis to
conference tournament
MATT CULLEN
CONTRIBUTING SPORTS EDITOR
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Men’s tennis has appeared in all six Atlantic 10
championship finals since
2011 – emerging as the victor
in all but one.
First-year head coach
David Macpherson said he is
confident that his players will
be able to extend that streak
one more season and grab
the fourth consecutive title
if they’re able to perform at
their best.
“I think if we play to our
potential, we will [win],”
Macpherson said. “It’s just a
matter of getting the best out
of our players that week and
then from there you know
hopefully advancing beyond
that.”
The Colonials’ dominance has not diminished
under their new coach this
year. The team concluded
their regular season Saturday with a 6–1 win over
Fordham, highlighted by a
doubles sweep and victories in each of the top four
seeds.
“It was a really good performance to complete our
regular season,” Macpherson
said. “All of our guys had to
fight hard and dig deep to get
their wins so it was a perfect
tune-up for the conference
championship.”
GW’s 16-6 record is the
best that the team has finished with since 2014 and includes an eight-match stretch
during which the team
picked up only one loss. The
Colonials defeated the only
ranked opponent they played
against this year, then-No. 38
South Alabama, 4–3.
After nearly an entire season with Macpherson at the
helm, junior Chris Reynolds
said that the team has adapted well to the new coach and
that he has lead the squad
through a successful season
so far.
“The
transition
has
been very smooth, coach is
just such a positive, great

guy, awesome on and off
the court,” he said. “I think
[Macpherson] is also really
excited for this conference
[tournament] coming up
right now.”
Two weeks ago, GW
experienced one of its few
blemishes to its schedule, falling to Richmond for its first
conference loss since March
14, 2015. It was the team’s
only defeat while not playing as the visitor. They went
into the match 12-0 in games
either at home or at a neutral
location.
Since then, Reynolds said
that he has been impressed
by the Colonials’ ability to
bounce back and return to the
momentum they held earlier
in the season.
“[Losing to] Richmond
was tough, so we had two
weeks basically to train and
refocus,” Reynolds said.
“This past weekend was very
positive, great energy from all
the guys.”

"All of our guys
had to fight hard
and dig deep to get
their wins so it was
a perfect tune-up
for the conference
championship."
DAVID MCPHERSON
Head coach

GW will travel south for
the conference tournament,
which spans from Thursday
to Sunday in Orlando, Fla. It
is formatted as a single elimination bracket where the top
four seeds get a bye to the second day of action.
The Colonials will have
a chance for a rematch with
Richmond in the later rounds
of the tournament. The Spiders will provide a big challenge for GW after winning
22 consecutive games before

falling to Virginia last Tuesday.
Macpherson said the
Colonials’ experience and
previous success in the postseason should still give them
an edge, even though they
might have more pressure on
their shoulders.
“There is pressure to win
the championship because
the expectations are high,” he
said. “But also the team has
the confidence to know that
they can do it because they’ve
done it in the past.”
Despite GW’s consistency over the past six seasons of
conference competition, the
Colonials have been unable
to advance past their first
matchup of the NCAA Team
Championship.
This
time
around,
Macpherson said that he is
hoping his team will be able
to make the jump, get another
win and become a national
contender beyond A-10 play.
“Just to win the A-10
would be a great accomplishment,” Macpherson said. “I
wouldn’t say we’re incapable
of doing some damage farther down the tournament as
well.”
The Colonials are led
in large part by their veterans. Juniors Chris Fletcher,
Christos Hadjigeorgiou and
Reynolds, along with senior
Julius Tverijonas, occupy the
top four positions and have
a combined 74-36 overall record.
Tverijonas, who was
honored as a senior before
his last career regular season game Saturday, has now
tallied 67 total singles victories over his four years with
more wins than losses in
each season.
“Our seniors provided
great leadership, so to inherit
such good leaders was critical for a successful season for
me,” Macpherson said. “It is
very sad to see both of them
go, but we have some emerging leaders in our juniors that
I think are going to carry the
torch.”

